
LiveData 
for MultiCloud

LiveData for MultiCloud can span regions in AWS, Azure or a mix of on-premises 

and cloud S3-compatible storage services. These include most cloud and on-

premises object storage systems, including Amazon S3, AWS Snowball, Azure 

Blob Storage, Azure Data Box, Dell EMC Elastic Cloud Storage, IBM Cloud Object 

Storage, Alibaba Cloud Object Storage Service, Oracle Cloud Object Storage, 

Scality Zenko Cloud Server, and many others.

LiveData for MultiCloud provides continuous replication of petabyte scale data 

across multiple S3 buckets and Azure Blob Storage containers. Applications can 

modify and access data in any location while LiveData for MultiCloud ensures 

data is continuously available.

Continuous replication of petabyte scale data 
across Object Stores 

MULTI-REGION,   
MULTI-CLOUD ENABLEMENT 

Global data consistency 

Guarantee global, real-time data 

accuracy to applications in different 

clouds across geo-distributed, 

multi-region, multi-cloud 

architectures. 

Protection from cloud vendor 
over-reliance 

Ensure global data resiliency and 

eliminate application downtime 

from the failure of an object 

storage service by having strongly 

consistent replicas of objects in 

another cloud or location. 

Use the right cloud for   
the right job  

Optimize your multi-cloud strategy 

and business performance by taking 

advantage of each cloud’s unique 

or best-performing capabilities, and 

avoid vendor lock-in.

Use Cases

DConE is a high-performance coordination engine based on a consensus 

algorithm. DConE solves the problem of keeping unstructured data 

accessible, accurate, and consistent in a distributed and mixed environment 

- on premises, hybrid cloud, multi-region, and multi-cloud. 

What is DConE?

LiveData for MultiCloud is enterprise-class software that solves the exponentially 

growing challenge of keeping data available and consistent across multiple cloud 

environments in different geographies.

LiveData for MultiCloud, part of the WANdisco Fusion platform powered by 

DConE, ensures that your data stays accurate and consistent across all your 

business application environments, regardless of geographic location, data 

platform architecture, or cloud storage provider. 

Data consistency       
in a multi-cloud environment 



Enable heterogeneous storage.
Access the same object storage in different systems, both 

on-premises and in unlimited cloud regions.

Access your data when you want it    
from anywhere.
Allow applications to modify and access data in any location 

while ensuring that data stays consistent and available across 

all data sources.

Simplify management of multiple cloud 
storage providers. 
Transparently and non-disruptively replicate data between 

Amazon S3, Azure Blob Storage, and S3 compatible storage 

systems (such as Dell EMC, Dell Virtustream, IBM Cloud, 

Oracle Cloud, Alibaba Cloud, Scality). 

Benefits

System Requirements 
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Amazon S3 compatible storage 
or Azure Blob Storage

Enable multi-cloud operations. 
Run applications in multiple, geographically separate 

locations with local endpoints in each.

Avoid vendor lock-in.

Data is replicated and stored in cloud native formats for 

direct access by applications and services. It does not 

require code changes, works with existing data, and prevents 

vendor lock-in. 

Geo data availability.
Eliminate the latency and availability challenges when using 

geographically-distant data by replicating with guaranteed 

consistency among multiple physical locations regardless 

of distance. LiveData for MultiCloud, part of the WANdisco 

Fusion platform powered by DConE, ensures that your 

data stays accurate and consistent across all your business 

application environments, regardless of geographic location, 

data platform architecture, or cloud storage provider. 

About WANdisco

WANdisco is the LiveData company that empowers enterprises to revolutionize their IT infrastructure with its groundbreaking distributed 

coordination engine (DConE) in the WANdisco Fusion platform, enabling companies to generate hyperscale economics with the same 

IT budget—across multiple development environments, data centers, and cloud providers. WANdisco Fusion powers hundreds of the 

Global 2000, including Cisco Systems, Allianz, AMD, Juniper, Morgan Stanley and more. With significant OEM relationships with IBM and 

Dell EMC and go-to-market partnerships with Amazon Web Services, Cisco, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, Oracle, Alibaba and other 

industry titans –WANdisco is igniting a LiveData movement worldwide.
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Join us online to access our extensive 
resource library and view our webinars.
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